Abstract: From next generation gas turbines to scavenging waste heat from car exhausts, finding new materials with ultra-low thermal conductivity (κ) has the potential to lead to large gains in device efficiency. Crystal structures with inherently low κ are consequently desirable, but candidate materials are rare and often difficult to make. Using first principles calculations and inelastic neutron scattering we have studied the pyrochlore La 2 Zr 2 O 7 which has been proposed as a next generation thermal barrier. We find that there is a highly anharmonic, approximately flat, vibrational mode associated with the kagome planes. Our results suggest that this mode is responsible for the low thermal conductivity observed in the pyrochlores and that kagome compounds will be a fruitful place to search for other low κ materials.
The conditions a TBC is subject to places extreme demands on the material properties. A low thermal conductivity (κ) is key, however, they must also be tough, match the thermal expansion of the blade and resist oxidation (4) . To push engines to higher operating temperatures requires a material which can meet these challenging demands while having a lower thermal conductivity than the widely used ZrO 2 doped with 7 wt% Y 2 O 3 (7YSZ). One possible candidate is the pyrochlore zirconate La 2 Zr 2 O 7 (LZO) which has a lower thermal conductivity than 7YSZ (5) and unlike 7YSZ has no structural phase transitions until it melts at 2300 °C (6) .
There are several possible origins of this extremely low κ in LZO (and the pyrochlores more generally (7-9)) but there exists no clear consensus. The pyrochlore lattice is known to develop oxygen vacancies (10) and have rare-earth -transition-metal site mixing (also known as stuffing) (11) . Stuffing in the zirconate pyrochlores can occur for all members (although it is least prevalent in LZO) (12) and either defect could give rise to phonon scattering. It has also been suggested that deliberate doping on the rare earth site with a smaller ion can, by analogy to the rattling ions found in other low κ materials (13) , give rise to strong phonon-phonon scattering (14) . It has even been proposed that these rattling modes exist in the undoped case (15) . The pyrochlore lattice has generated huge interest as a model system to study geometric magnetic frustration in 3D via corner-sharing tetrahedra (16) and in 2D through the kagome planes (17) . Interestingly, it has been speculated that the kagome planes in pyrochlores may support unusual phonon modes (18) .
Inelastic Neutron Scattering (INS) offers the opportunity to measure the phonon dispersion across the whole Brillouin Zone and investigate these proposals. Here, we report the first measurements of the phonon dispersion in LZO supported by Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations. We are able to identify a new class of strongly anharmonic phonon modes associated with the rare earth kagome lattice (shown in figure 1 ) which are analogous to rather unusual phonon modes found in ball and spring models based on the kagome lattice (19) (Fig.  1c) . We propose that these kagome modes are the origin of the ultra-low thermal conductivity in the pyrochlores.
Results: INS measurements were performed on two co-aligned single crystals of LZO at 5 and 300 K using the MERLIN spectrometer at ISIS (20) . DFT calculations were performed using the CASTEP code (21) . A typical cut through the data and corresponding calculation is shown in figure 2 . To obtain the strong agreement between calculation and experiment across multiple Brillouin zones, DFT must accurately describe the real space atomic motion. A comparison of the two dispersions along a path through the high symmetry points is also important and shown in figure 3 . Here again the agreement is relatively good with the notable exception of the lowest energy mode around the L point in reciprocal space. Experimentally it is almost completely flat but in the calculations it shows a pronounced softening. This mode consists almost entirely of motion on the La sites and at the zone centre the real space atomic motion is shown in figure 1b.
This mode is clearly unusual and a frozen phonon calculation at Γ shows it to be strongly anharmonic (see Fig 4a) . This is important as it is the anharmonic terms that allow for threephonon and higher processes which reduce the phonon lifetimes and lower κ. It is also at relatively low energies (experimentally 8.6 meV) and as figure 3a shows rather flat. This immediately draws comparisons to the rare earth rattlers proposed in the skutterudites (13) . It is important to note however that while previous computational work has suggested this mode may be a rattler (15) it is not. A rattling mode is an incoherent motion of the guest atom within a cage-like crystal structure while here, the kagome plane moves coherently and thus it is a completely different physical phenomenon.
DFT suggests rattlers in the skutterudite LaFe 4 Sb 12 (where La is the rattler) would be found at 9.2 meV and be weakly anharmonic (22) . Our DFT calculations of the LZO kagome mode show it at a similar energy to these rattlers but the anharmonicity appears to be significantly stronger. We can attempt to quantify this by considering the ratio of quartic to quadratic terms in a calculation of the potential energy landscape obtained from a frozen phonon calculation. In this way, a more strongly anharmonic system will have a larger number. For the La skutterudites this ratio is 0.22 (22) while the kagome mode is 3.80.
Experimentally, anharmonicity giving rise to phonon-phonon scattering will appear as a temperature dependent energy broadening of the peak. This is shown for the kagome mode in figure 4b at low and high temperature. The 5K data is consistent with being resolution limited (see methods). In order to fit the 300 K data, the background-subtracted low temperature data was convolved with a Lorentzian of width Gamma = 0.269(7) meV. The absence of evidence for broadening at low temperature suggests that disorder is not the primary mechanism for phonon scattering. The clear evidence for broadening at 300 K shows that the kagome mode meets the requirements for a mode to scatter phonons and lower the thermal conductivity. It however raises an interesting question. Why is this coherent mode in a system without proximity to a phase transition so strongly anharmonic? Discussion: The phonon dispersion from an isolated kagome plane has been studied theoretically with ball and spring models (19) . If a model is constructed where each site is connected by an identical spring to its four nearest neighbors then it is possible to collapse the lattice for zero energy cost by counter-rotating linked triangles (as shown in figure 1c ). This is known as a floppy mode (23), a special class of rigid-unit-modes (24) (which have themselves attracted much interest in the field of negative thermal expansion (25) ). Experimentally these floppy modes have been studied in 3D (for example in amorphous silicates (26) ) and floppy modes in the kagome lattice have been studied in two-dimensional Silica (27) . In the 2D case, the floppy mode is displaced from zero energy due to next-nearest-neighbor perturbations. Calculations found it to be strongly anharmonic and when pressure was applied became imaginary (implying a structural distortion is favorable). This energy landscape and pressure dependence arise from the mode's nature as an avenue of collapse for the lattice.
In LZO (and the pyrochlores generally) the opposite pressure dependence has been found in modes which we now identify as kagome modes (15, 28) . As the lattice is expanded in DFT calculations the kagome mode softens around the L point, eventually becoming imaginary. This is somewhat surprising as we might expect if it is a true analogy to the floppy modes in the kagome lattice then it would have the same pressure dependence. However, in the pyrochlore lattice the kagome planes are filled by the transition metal which provides a much stronger perturbation than the next-nearest neighbor interactions in 2D Silca. It is reasonable to expect that the filling would make any distortion of the kagome planes energetically unfavorable unless the lattice was expanded to reduce La 4+ -Zr 3+ repulsion.
A recent publication (29) has suggested that a number of pyrochlores including LZO exhibit static structural distortions with ionic displacements resembling β-cristobalite (30) . We note that the disorder in β-cristobalite is dynamic, and we suggest in that case the dynamics of the buckled kagome planes resemble those described here for the kagome planes in LZO. We note further that dynamic β-cristobalite undergoes a structural phase transition to static -crystobalite, and that no such structural phase transition is observed in pyrochlores. The geometry optimisation of our DFT calculation for LZO finds no evidence for static structural distortions, and recent diffuse neutron scattering studies of pyrochlores confirm that the disorder in the purest compounds is dynamic (31) . Hence, we are instead able to account for this behaviour from the lattice dynamics.
The presence of highly anharmonic kagome modes in LZO seems very likely to be responsible for its ultra-low κ. Evidence for temperature dependent phonon-phonon scattering of these modes further supports this picture. Such a result has wide implications. There exist a huge range of kagome lattice containing compounds which could be considered for low κ applications. Furthermore, a number are metallic and some recent work has found that compounds with kagome lattice structures are good thermoelectrics (32) . We propose that the kagome lattice is not just a fascinating playground for magnetism, but also a source of unusual, technologically relevant thermal physics.
